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D–Pax2, the Drosophila homolog of the vertebrate Pax2
gene, is expressed in a specific set of sensory system cell types
during their specification and differentiation. These cells
include the shaft and sheath cells of the external sensory
organs, the cone and primary pigment cells of the eye, and the
sheath cells of the auditory organ. As a transcriptional activator,
D–Pax2 has been shown to guide the proper differentiation of at
least some of these cell types; however, little is known about the
gene targets that D–Pax2 regulates. Using an in silico approach,
we have identified several putative targets for D–Pax2 activity.
In situ hybridizations have been performed using probes for
some of these genes and we have been able to identify a subset
of candidate targets that are expressed in the D–Pax2+ shaft
cells of external sensory organs and, in some cases, other D–
Pax2+ cells. In addition, this expression is absent from D–Pax2
mutants. The functions and significance of some of these target
genes will be discussed.
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The forkhead gene Foxe3, has been shown as a key player in
the network involved in lens development. Foxe3 is expressed
almost exclusively in the lens lineage. First is expressed in the
presumptive lens ectoderm and later is restricted to the anterior
epithelial cells where is maintained until adulthood. Mutations
in Foxe3 have been identified as the cause of the spontaneous
mouse mutation dysgenetic lens (dyl) and a rare congenital
disease, primary aphakia in humans. Foxe3-null mutant mice
have been observed to have defective lens formation. Pitx3 is a
paired-like class of homeobox transcription factor and deletions
in the promoter of this gene cause the phenotype in the aphakia
mouse mutant, which lacks of lenses and pupils. We are
analyzing the molecular basis of the Pitx3 aphakia phenotype
and comparing it to the Foxe3 mutants. Using the Foxe3-null
mutation and the Pitx3 aphakia mice mutants, we are inves-
tigating the interaction of these two genes, using a genetic
approach. We will address how these two genes cooperate du-
ring lens development or if they have a hierarchical relationship.
Our study will provide a better picture of the function of each of
these genes and how they interact in the gene network involved
in lens development and disease.
This work is being supported by a training grant T32
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Interneurons (INs) constitute most of the neurons in the
vertebrate CNS and they function in almost all neural circuits
and behaviors but we know a lot less about their development
than we do about motoneurons (MNs). This is partly because
there are more INs than MNs and whereas MN axons leave the
CNS and innervate distinct muscles, INs are contained within
the CNS where their axons are harder to distinguish from one
another. Zebrafish embryos are a powerful system for studying
IN development as compared to amniotes, they have a
relatively small number of different INs, all of which can be
identified by their unique morphology and we can observe
these neurons in live embryos. We have characterized the
expression patterns of several transcription factors that are
expressed by post-mitotic cells in specific dorsal–ventral
regions of zebrafish spinal cord. The expression patterns of
most of these genes are conserved in amniotes, suggesting that,
as for MNs, mechanisms of IN specification are conserved
across vertebrates. However, lbx genes are expressed differ-
ently in amniote and zebrafish spinal cords. Zebrafish have 3
lbx genes, all of which have distinct spinal cord expression
patterns; whereas amniotes have 2 Lbx genes and only one is
expressed in spinal cord. Therefore, we are investigating how
Lbx gene number and spinal cord expression has evolved in
vertebrates and how spinal cord lbx expression is regulated.
We are also analysing the specification of a class of
morphologically identified INs, CiAs. We are analysing how
different signalling pathways interact to determine the correct
position and number of CiAs and we are determining the
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The kreisler gene encodes a basic domain leucine zipper
transcription factor that is expressed in two segments of the
developing vertebrate hindbrain: the rhombomeres 5–6.
Mutant mice with loss of kr expression lack identifiable r5
and r6. The r4–r7 region remains unsegmented, r5 was not
formed and r6 was mis-specified. Gain-of-function experi-
ments in chick have proposed a dual function for kr in both
segmentation and specification of A-P identity in the
hindbrain. Mice homozygous for the kr mutation are deficient
in hearing and exhibit inner ear hypoplasia. Several lines of
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